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Hi [Name],

will you please coordinate with them test directly? We are supposed to coordinate with you first and then if you aren't able to do it then with the SSB, but it is easier to do it through you. No, this cannot be rescheduled. It's extremely high priority.

Thank you,

On Sep 8, 2016 3:21 PM, [Name] wrote:

and I both will be out of the office until 14 Sep 2016. Please contact the SSB (Air Force) personnel for their availability or is it possible to reschedule for another day.

v/r,
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For planning purposes we need your assistance to allow access to the server room next Tuesday 13 Sep at 0630. The VIAB team will need access at that time to the server room in order to run a scan on the ACES server.

Let us know if there will be any trouble supporting this.

Thanks!
PatchPlus Consulting is developing the Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) for Collaboration Operations across the NRO (and ACES). They are 1) writing the seminal document called the "Dash 1", and 2) creating a sustainable, repeatable TTP Development process for all operations centers.

The FY16 contract is different from the FY15 contract so they are updating their documents to reflect the NRO's SMO Code and PSO information.

Cheers,

Who is Patch Plus, and what new contract are they speaking of?

Thanks,

Hi why are you pushing this to especially for a simple task of updating SMO codes and POCs for ? The FY16 contract needs updating with this information and NROC has been providing this admin support for over two years.

Cheers,
Please see the following email regarding one of the ACES employees.

Thanks for your support and assistance.

v/r,
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Good Afternoon,

I need to submit [redacted] under the new contract for SCI. Can I get the SSO's name, commercial phone number and SMO Code?

Thank you.

From: [redacted]
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2016 2:17:41 PM
To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: Re: SSO info needed

Hi [redacted] needs your name, contact info, and our SMO code for our new contract.

Will you please send this info to him?

Thank you,

On Aug 22. 2016 1:58 PM, [redacted] wrote:

I am being submitted under the new contract for SCI and need the SSO name, commercial phone number, and SMO code. My security POC is cc'd above

VR [redacted]
I thank you for the update.

[Redacted] will be the lead Technical SME for the NROC on maintenance/support and deployments (remaining NROC positions to include the SITROOM). He is already an "NROer" which is great.

Please work with [Redacted] is getting onboarded (which should be relatively painless since he is already in the building).

Thank you!

Cheers,

TEG has hired a technical asset to the team to work ACES technical issues on site. He will be on board in January.

[Redacted] is currently NRO Green Badged and works at ADF-E and has given notice to his company.
We will be taking ownership of him in JPAS and activating his TS. I will give you his social on Monday so that you can submit him for SCI access in the building.
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Re sending in case you did not receive first time.

Thanks!

Both [redacted] and [redacted] are briefed with you already but both have been having troubles getting regular visitor badges when they come to visit.

Can you please put them both in for a VR for tomorrow or should they already be good to go?

Thanks!
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I can post TS VARs through JPAS for any amount of time you’ll need. It’ll only be for collateral though.

Checking to see if you were able to put a VR in today (Thursday) for:

They all should be in the VR system already from previous visits.

Our security officer coordinated with the Army SSO for perm certs for 1 year for and and we know that we have to make sure you renew them every 30 days until we can get them badge’d.

Please let me know if you need anything else?

Thanks!!